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Tuesday, October 2, 2007

“Though I am not naturally
honest, I am so sometimes by
chance.”
~William Shakespeare

Pop-Tarts
or Fall!
By Simon Mused ~ Daily Bull

As most of you know, businesses love to advertise, and
there’s nowhere they love
advertising more than smack
in the middle of social chaos.
No one knows about getting the most bang for your
buck than the good folks
at Kellogg’s. They thoughtfully dumped 2.1 million
Pop-Tarts into Afghanistan in
2001. At the time Afghanistan wasn’t exactly in the
best condition, but thanks to
the Kellogg’s that was a thing
of the past. Just look how
well off they are now!
This makes me think, why not
do the same in Iraq? I mean,
dump 4.2 million Pop-Tarts
into the streets of Baghdad.
Twice as much should fix
the country twice as fast!
It makes perfect sense; the
correlation is obvious and
therefore accepted by all.
But those few pricks who do
...see Pop-Tarts on back

Nacho Chip Eating 1001
By Jake Appold ~ Daily Bull

Nachos are a very complicated food,
although they are very tasty to eat. But,
for one to fully enjoy his or her nachos,
he or she must know the proper way
to eat his or her nachos. I will go into
detail on some basic and advanced
techniques on how to properly eat, and
therefore, thoroughly enjoying your next
“Meal of the Gods”.
Every good structure starts with a solid
base. Be sure to get plenty of chips to
accommodate your mass of topping.
You don’t want the Leaning Tower of
Mexican Pisa. Also, all of the chips
will come in handy for the eating part.
Which brings me to Rule #1: Do not eat
nachos with any eating utensils besides
your god given moving digits. It doesn’t
really matter if the chips are spread out
evenly; we’ll get to that later.
Next comes the toppings, It doesn’t
really matter what kind of toppings you
put on your nachos because this aspect
is a little more personal. Feel free to be
creative and let your inner feelings be
expressed through the nacho medium.
There is nothing like the natural high one
gets from putting toppings on their nachos, whether you’re a just cheese or a
Supreme-O kinda person, this is a fairly
broad spectrum. But nonetheless, Rule

The Steaming Pile

Straight from you-know-where!

#2: Get enough toppings to sufficiently
use every nacho, and then get some
more. This may be difficult to judge at
times and may require some practice.
Think of it this way, if the nachos were
ugly people and the toppings were
paper bags, you would want more
then enough paper bags to cover the
ugliness and some people are uglier so
they need more than one bag to block
the ugly. Every nacho should get its
quota of topping, but every once in a
while it’s good to have an extra special
nacho. Remember: It is better to have
leftover toppings at the finish then it is
to have leftover chips.
The best part...eating it. You may be all
excited about your nachos, and you just
want to dig in to it face first right when
you sit down, but when you look at it,
you could be puzzled and you may ask
yourself “Well Jake, I got a lot of chips,
and then I got even more toppings, so
now I can’t even get to the chips, and
the chips I can get to don’t even have
any topping on them!” Just remember
Rule #3: Utilize the Tool Chip. I was
astonished to find out last week that
one of my hallmates did not know what
the Tool Chip was. What I am about to
reveal to you has been past down from
...see Nachos on back

The world will explode when pigs fly or
when South Africa hosts a sex fair.
Oh crap, that actually happened...

Things We Want to Bring to the Taxidermist
Cheney’s Hunting Partner

An Albino Squirrel

Waldo

Jesus

Birds That Died From Avian Flu

Burnt Witches

Jenna Jameson’s Boobs

The Great Pumpkin

Big Boy Sign

Sasquatch

Bald Eagle

CS Majors’ Laundry

Shrieking Eels

Frosty the Snowman

Unborn Panda Fetuses

Two Girls and a Cup

The Last Samurai

Hugh Heffner’s Cock

Head and Neck of a Giraffe

Lincoln’s Beard

Nemo

Alf

Alfred the Bat

Baby Seals (Join the club!)

chip, so that all the topping is used.
Although, it is common to not finish
all of the topping (assuming you followed rules 1 and 2) you may have
feelings of guilt that some nachos
weren’t filled to full capacity. These
feelings are quite common and one
should not feel discouraged.

BEES WILL
KILL YOU
IN YOUR
SLEEP!!
...Nachos from front

generation to generation in my family.
The Tool Chip is the bitch chip that
one uses to scoop topping onto a
naked chip. To utilize this technique
look for a chip that has no topping
and maybe was at the bottom of the
bag and was dwarfed by the other
chips by an approximate a ratio of
1:2. If a Tool Chip is inaccessible, it
is only proper to sacrifice a preexisting whole naked chip and fashion it
to the appropriate size, yet another
sacrifice is only crucial if naked chips
still remain in the pile. The Tool
Chip is generally the last chip eaten,
unless, of course, it is broken to a
size that renders it useless as a Tool
Chip. When the Tool Chip is used
in its proper fashion, it uncovers the
chips beneath the topping, therefore
letting you continue your journey to
mastication erotica.

Resurrect the 70s!

Lastly, after finishing your nachos,
a delectable treat, one should be
ready at all times to make emergency
stops to the poop-shoot. From the
moment you finish those bad boys,
you are vulnerable to an attack. One
should allow 24 hours of recovery
time before lowering DefCon levels.
Attacks may be long-winded or short
and sweet. No matter how extreme
these attacks can be one should
always remember that your body is
making those noises because you ate
nachos. Think of all those underprivileged kids in other countries whose
Upon approaching the end of your bodies never make those noises, the
meal, it may become easier to judge noises that only nachos can make.
how much topping to put on each
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(not so romantic). After spending a
week gagged and tied up in his basement with only crackers and Kool-Aid
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By Katie Sheets ~ Daily Bull
laundry. She let me go, but only after
David Olson
Bryan Boitano
Alyse Heikkinen
trying to convince me her son was,
Jake Appold, Mark Cruth, Sarah Cruth, Jamie Davis, John Earnest,
Alyse Heikkinen, Corey Huhta, Mary Kennedy, David Klemens, Tim
“...really a very magnificent boy.” It
Dear
Katie
Sheets,
Kotula, Elizabeth Masters, Nathan Miller, Simon Mused, Nick Nelson,
Scott Nelson, John Pastore, Katherine Sheets, Heather Vingsness,
I really like this girl, but I’m not sure if turned out he’d had a problem with
and seventeen clones of Walter Cronkite.
she even notices me. How can I get keeping a girlfriend for more than a
day. I couldn’t possibly imagine why.
her to like me back?
Thankfully, he was arrested later that
week for stalking another girl.
Sincerely,
Desperate
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
Love,
is printed on. We would also like to thank the StuKatie Sheets
Dear Desperate,
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.
Oh man, have I had some pretty bad
Advertising inquiries should be directed experiences with secret crushes. For Dear Katie Sheets,
to bullads@mtu.edu.
instance, a few years ago this guy When I went to eat my breakfast this
Questions, comments & concerns
randomly decided that he was going morning I found that my roommate
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu. to kidnap me to prove his love for me had eaten all of my cereal. What
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keep reading this small text, you’ll be attacked by bees.

Ask
Katie Sheets

should I do?
Sincerely,
Hungry
Dear Hungry,
I’ll bring home some cereal...
Love,
Katie Sheets

Four of the most common ingredients
in Pop-Tarts are corn syrup, high
fructose corn syrup, dextrose, and
sugar. These COMPLETELY different
ingredients would have an immediate
hold on the children’s psyche. The
resulting hyperactivity would induce
such severe cases of ADD that they
couldn’t possibly focus on the war
around them. “We will sever their
*gasp* balloons!”

In need of a little friendly advice?
Please send your questions to: Ask- Fruit! Balloons! Why, it sounds like
KatieSheets@gmail.com.
paradise already! Not quite, there
is still one more issue that only the
magic of Pop-Tarts can solve – unity.
...Pop-Tarts from front That’s right, unity. Try saying, “I’ll cut
challenge this yet-to-be-unproven your throat” with molten chocolate
logic still insist on asking, “Isn’t there fresh from the toaster (or personal
anything better we can dump on flamethrower for those so inclined)
them? What would they do with sticking to your mouth. Try appearall those Pop-Tarts, anyway?” The ing threatening to your enemies with
answer to the first question would a pretty pink pastry in your hands.
be NO. The answer to the second That is for the good of the whole
would be the tag question “What community. No, its better than good,
it’s CRAZY GOOD!
COULDN’T they make?”
Running low on mortar to fix up those
broken buildings that are randomly
appearing out of thin air? Pop-Tarts
could be mixed with those remaining
and still be just as sticky, plus your
home will smell like strawberries!
You will be the envy of your neighbors…or their targets.

This article is not paid for by Kellogg’s,
but it might as well be. Tell your
friends to send Pop-Tarts to Iraq
IMMEDIATELY, and show them this
article if you can’t convince them
(although not this copy in particular,
for it is obviously ruined). Happy
Humanitarianism!

